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What would you regret not doing in your life?

Wealth without a Value

A

Miser had buried his gold in
a secret place in his garden.
Every day he went to the spot,
dug up the treasure and counted
it piece by piece to make sure it
was all there. He made so many
trips that a Thief, who had been
observing him, guessed what it
was the Miser had hidden, and
one night quietly dug up the
treasure and made off with it.

“

My gold! O my gold!” cried said, “cover up that stone. It is
the Miser, wildly, “someone worth just as much to you as the
has robbed me!”
treasure you lost!”

“

Your gold! There in that
hole? Why did you put it
there? Why did you not keep it
in the house where you could
easily get it when you had to
buy things?”

“

Buy!” screamed the Miser
hen the Miser discovered
angrily. “Why, I never
his loss, he was overcome touched the gold. I couldn’t
with grief and despair. He think of spending any of it.”
groaned and cried and tore his
he stranger picked up a
hair. A passerby heard his cries
large stone and threw it into
and asked what had happened.
the hole. “If that is the case,” he
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Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book – Selling Simplified

P

leasant mind is productive mind. It is the basic requirement of a specialist salesperson to keep self
in pleasant state of mind.

ful for will bring more of it in
to your life. I’m grateful to my
family, my colleagues and above
all my customers for helping me live my life king size.

O

I

ne of the tools to attain
have been maintaining a
pleasant state of mind is
“Thank you journal” for the
practicing attitude of gratitude. last 10 years in which I record all
It simply means being thankful. good and great experiences that
I have had till now. It helps me to
ind time every day to be remember that great things have
grateful for all you have. happened to me and there are
We all have something you can people and power in the world
be grateful for. Some of these which have made significant
are little things that we take contribution in designing my
for granted like our health, our life. You can use the idea if you
home, our family, our friends, like. Satisfaction guaranteed.
the food in the refrigerator. Focusing on what you’re grate-
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We never really grow up, we only learn how to act in public

D

Do your best and leave the rest by Tapas Dasmohapatra

uring the second by fretting about yesterday.
world war, when
Admiral Ernest J. King,
esides, if I let those
responsible for directing
things get me, I
the United States Navy, would not last long.’
was asked about his worry.
onstructive thinking
e promptly replied, ‘I
is an attempt to
have supplied the best understand a situation and
men with the best equipment do the needful which leads
we have and have given to desired result whereas
what seems to be the wisest destructive thinking leads
mission. This is all I can do. to tension and stress.
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f a ship has been sunk, I
hus in every challenging
can’t bring it up, if it is
situation: Do your
going to be sunk I can’t stop it. best and leave the rest.

I

can use my time much
better
working
on
tomorrow’s problem than
Humour Learning

I

n examination hall, two slightly, to “timber (1+x)”.
friends Rohan and Rahul were giving exams.
ishonesty does not
pay.
The
consehere was a question, quences of cheating will
the answer to the ques- show out sooner or later.
tion was “log (1+x)”. Rohan copied the answer
from Rahul, but didn’t
want to make it obvious
that he was cheating, so
he changed the answer
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The only way to do great work is to love what you do

The Missing ‘Connect’ at Workplace Today by Tapas Dasmohapatra

W

e all agree that
‘Pleasant mind is
a productive mind.’ Time
and again researchers
have proven that people
contribute to organisation
much better when they
are happy; studies have
shown that happy people
are
more
productive;
they connect better with
others and help create a
conducive work culture.
Let’s see how we can do it.

1

.Tame Your Primitive
Brain:
The
most
common barrier to creating
a happy workplace is the
way we think and behave.
Have you ever observed
that our mind often gets into
a duel with itself? Even if it
wants to behave in a certain
way it suddenly behaves
otherwise. Sometimes we
react to certain people and
situations in an undesirable
manner and later regret
about that. Why do we
regret? Who makes us feel
regretful? And what makes
us react in an impulsive
way? Are there two different
entities present in our brain?

Y

es; categorically we
can understand our
brain in that way. One part
is our prefrontal cortex
which is the thinking part
of the brain but a bit slow
in nature. Another part is
called Amygdala which is
the primitive part of brain
and is responsive. So it
is our Amygdala which
makes us react and become
impulsive whereas our
prefrontal cortex makes
us think and decide. As
far as positive culture is
concerned, we need people
to learn to respond to
situations, not react to it.

W

hen it comes to change,
most organizations
resist to change. Along
with the processes even
people are hardwired to
think and behave in a
certain way even when
situations, want them to.

to our prefrontal cortex.

2

. Do not assume; verify:
What are some common
causes which results in
unsuccessful and unethical
work environment? A
study among fortune 500
organizations has found
some compulsive causes of
workplace discords. Only
15% employees identify
with their organization’s top
goals and priorities. 19%
employees are passionate
about organization goals.
51% do not exactly know
what they are supposed to
do to achieve organizational
goals
and
priorities.

I

t indicates that a large
percentage of employees’
work hours are influenced
by
their
assumptions;
expectations, assumptions
about right and wrong,
assumptions about their
contribution etc. we often
o the reason to our assume because it’s easy;
resistance is because easier
than
thinking.
of amygdala in action. So
if we intend to bring some
constructive changes in our
work culture and ethics we
actually need to pay attention
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Better to understand little than to misunderstand a lot.

The Missing ‘Connect’ at Workplace Today by Tapas Dasmohapatra

A

quick question - A
young man in his
twenties, dancing on the
road like crazy, right in the
middle of traffic. What kind
of man he seems to you?

I

normally
ask
this
question in some of my
program and the unanimous
response I get is ‘He must
be a mad man.’ Why so?
Because that is not rational,
rather ordinary.Now, if I

complete the question by
saying that the man is a part
of marriage procession in
India; we have a different
perception
about
him.

S

o, what did we miss first?
the context and assumed
things without verification.
Verification is very much
required at workplaces so that
we effectively connect and
contribute to organization’s
goals, values and ethics.

3

.Practice Empathy: Put
yourself in other’s shoes’to
understand the person better;
is perhaps the best way to
know what is bothering them;
Yet we fail to comprehend.

order to wear someone else’s.
Keeping our shoes on is still
holding on to our perception
and judgment about the
other. Our preconceived
notions blur the way we
look at people and situation.

Some encouragement and
timely appreciation and
words of affirmation like
‘You are important’ works
wonder. This creates a work
culture where people would
always uphold the values
and ethics and become
any a times we do pleasant and productive.
shower sympathy but
Learn the art of patience.
it is empathy that is required!
Apply discipline to your
I tough situations, when
he opposite person seems thoughts when they become
eccentric, understand why? anxious over the outcome
And remember to respond of a goal. Impatience breeds
to it and not react. This way anxiety, fear, discouragement
we put efforts to understand and failure. Patience creates
decisiveness,
the person in terms of confidence,
both intent and content. and a rational outlook,
which eventually leads to
.Create
a
friendly success.” - Brian Adams
environment.People do
have a tendency to pass
remarks or comments on their
co-workers just out of spite,
which could be discouraging
that lowers one’s morale
and mood. People under this
category are called bullies,
reasons are not defined but the
outcomes are. Avoid having
such ambience in offices where
employees are under constant
ridicule and are unhappy.

M
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. Make somebody’s day.
Making someone’s day
e must remember to first doesn’t have to cost anything,
take our shoes off in all it takes is a little thought.
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You will face many defeats in your life, but never let yourself be defeated

Life Lesson!!
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When you are arguing with an idiot, make sure the other person isn’t doing the same thing
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